PROPOSED DESIGN FEATURES

1. BERM WITH NATURALIZED PLANTINGS
2. MULTI-USE DIAMOND WITH BACK STOP (consider removing ag lime)
3. UPDATED MULTI-USE FIELD
4. PICNIC SHELTER
5. PICNIC SEATING AREA
6. OPEN PLAY AREA
7. IMPROVED CONNECTION TO SCHOOL (including seating, gathering, and flood mitigation area)
8. CLIMBING WALL
9. MULTI-USE SPORT COURT (lined for futsal and two half-court basketball)
10. UNIVERSAL PLAY AREA WITH ACCESSIBLE SURFACING
11. SHADE STRUCTURE
12. SPLASH PAD
13. PARKING LOT REMOVED
14. URBAN AGRICULTURE ZONE

EXISTING FEATURES

A. ADA PARKING
B. ENTRY PLAZA TO THE BUILDING
C. RECREATION CENTER
D. WALKING PATH
E. SLEDDING HILL